To explain how multiple visual objects are attended and perceived, we propose that our visual system first selects a fixed number of about four objects from a crowded scene based on their spatial information (object individuation) and then encode their details (object identification). We describe the involvement of the inferior intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) in object individuation and the superior IPS and higher visual areas in object identification. Our neural object-file theory synthesizes and extends existing ideas in visual cognition and is supported by behavioral and neuroimaging results. It provides a better understanding of the role of the different parietal areas in encoding visual objects and can explain various forms of capacity-limited processing in visual cognition such as working memory.
Introduction
Many everyday activities, such as driving on a busy street, require the encoding of multiple distinctive visual objects from crowded scenes. Extending previous behavioral theories and incorporating recent brain imaging and behavioral data, we describe a neural object-file theory to explain how multiple visual objects are attended and encoded. Given processing limitations, our visual system can first select a fixed number of about four objects from a crowded scene, based on their spatial information (object individuation) and then encode their details (object identification). We present evidence showing the involvement of the inferior intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) in object individuation and the superior IPS and higher visual areas in object identification. These two stages of operation could underlie the variety of ways that visual processing is capacity limited, such as in visual short-term memory (also known as visual working memory), enumeration and multiple object tracking.
The neural object-file theory Our theory consists of two main components, object individuation and object identification ( Figure 1 ).
Object individuation
During object individuation, a fixed number (around four) of visual objects are selected via their spatial locations. Object representations at this stage of processing are coarse and contain only minimal feature information, enough to allow figure-ground segmentation, but not suffi-cient to support object identification or recognition. Once set up, these 'object file' [1] representations can be updated and elaborated over time during object identification, when more detailed featural and identity information become available. For example, observers can track a moving object before they are certain of its identity ('It's a bird; it's a plane; it's Superman!' [1] ). Object individuation is the initial set-up process of such object files based on object spatial-locations. Our neuroimaging results indicate that object individuation involves the inferior intra-parietal cortex [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This brain area tracks a fixed number of about four objects, independent of the encoding demand from each object, and takes into account the grouping cues between visual elements in individuating objects. The individuated objects at this stage of processing are not merely abstract location pointers [7] , but can be considered as proto objects or abstractions of full-fledged objects [8] . The fixed capacity of object individuation could account for several capacity-limited visual processing findings, as reviewed later, and could explain why visual object perception is typically constrained to the 'magic number four' [9] . Because visual attention can select multiple locations at once without selecting the regions in between [10, 11] , it is the key object selection mechanism during object individuation and is thus an integral part of our neural object-file theory.
Object identification
During object identification, a subset of the objects selected at the individuation stage is further processed with their detailed featural information as well as the binding between features available to the observers. Superior IPS and the extrastriate visual cortex have been shown to encode objects into great detail [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The superior IPS could additionally represent feature bindings that define distinctive objects [4] . It is at this stage of processing that observers become aware of object identities, whether they are familiar recognizable objects or novel ones with no prior encounter (e.g. an abstract shape or a unique color and shape conjunction). Here, we have full-fledged objects, corresponding to the content of the object files in Kahneman et al. [1] . Object identification has a resolution and resource limited representation. Depending on object complexity, task demand and the representation resolution needed, the number of objects available here is variable. This is reflected both in behavioral measures [2, 12] and in the observation that superior-IPS-response tracks the total amount of feature information encoded, independent of the number of objects this information comes from [4] . Thus, more objects can be encoded simultaneously when the encoding demand from each object is low (e.g. a simple object or a simple feature from an otherwise complex object), but fewer can be encoded when the demand from each object is high.
Although object individuation has a fixed capacity limit and represents grouping even when it is task irrelevant, object identification is closely tied to the goals and the intentions of the observer, such that not all object features are always encoded together and to the same precision. For example, object colors might not be encoded if the task only involves object shapes, and the orientation of an object will be encoded with different precision depending on the orientation discrimination needed. The superior IPS region has been shown to represent different object features when they become task relevant [2, 13] .
Possible computational algorithms
The computational algorithms enabling visual objectselection are well described by saliency map models such as that proposed by Koch and colleagues [14] . Individuation can occur via a winner-takes-all mechanism based on the saliency of low-level visual features. The main difference is that our theory selects four, rather than one, feature-occupied spatial locations (which correspond to potential objects) during individuation. Among the four selected objects, some are likely to be more salient than others (because of a more foveal location, containing a brighter color, etc). This could influence subsequent processing priority for these objects and determines which objects will be encoded when less than four objects can be represented during object identification. Objects that are individuated but failed to reach the identification stage might still reach awareness as coarsely represented objects. They could guide future fixations and bias processing priority during subsequent object identification to bring the full details of these objects into our awareness.
Implications for parietal mechanisms in visual cognition
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of the parietal cortex in attention-related processing [15] . Our proposed functional subdivision further describes how multiple attentional mechanisms within the parietal cortex can cooperate to select, identify and encode visual objects. Traditionally, it is believed that separate neural mechanisms are involved in localizing objects and in identifying what they are, with such 'where' and 'what' processing mapped onto distinctive dorsal and ventral visual processing streams, respectively [16] . Although the theoretical distinction between the 'where' and the 'what' processing remains valid and consistent with our theory, the neural object-file theory describes one way that these two mechanisms can interact. Moreover, this theory argues that the parietal cortex is not only involved in the 'where' but also the 'what' processing of visual objects, consistent with recent findings [17, 18] .
Additional characteristics
Because low spatial frequency information of an object is activated earlier than high spatial frequency information during visual processing [19] , these two types of information could support object individuation and identification, respectively. Objects from different visual object categories (e.g. faces or letters) are likely to differ in low spatial frequency and those within a category are likely to differ in high spatial frequency. Consequently, information available during object individuation could allow observers to distinguish objects between categories but not within a category [20] .
Although object individuation normally precedes object identification, results of object identification can refine or modify initial object individuation. For example, parts of an occluded object might initially be selected as multiple different objects; after shape identification, they can be reselected as comprising a single object [21] . Top down effects such as priming and expectation can also influence what is represented during individuation and identification [22] . Real world object perception, thus, is likely to involve feedback and interactions between object individuation and identification to achieve the most efficient and stable representations for objects [23] (Box 1). Figure 1 . Our neural object-file theory posits that there is an object individuation stage in which a fixed number of about four objects are first individuated and selected from a crowded scene based on their spatial information by the inferior intra-parietal sulcus (IPS), and an object identification stage in which a subset of the selected objects are encoded into greater detail by higher visual areas and the superior IPS. Although object individuation normally precedes object identification, results of object identification can refine or modify what is selected during initial object individuation, such as in perceiving occluded objects.
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Trends in Cognitive Sciences Vol. 13 No.4 Evidence supporting the neural object-file theory The distinction between object individuation and object identification has been noted more than 20 years ago. Sagi and Julesz [24] observed fast target detection but relatively slower target identification performance in a visual search task. Kahneman, et al. [1] proposed that spatial and temporal information allows an 'object file' to be created (corresponding to object individuation), before they can be filled with object features to allow objects to be identified (corresponding to object identification). Likewise, Pylyshyn [7] argued that a fixed number of approximately four objects are indexed via spatial locations in preattentive visual processing, with featural information available at a later attentive stage of processing. The object individuation-identification distinction has also been noted in infant research [25] (Box 2). Here, we present neural and behavioral evidence to further support the dissociation between object individuation and identification and our neural object-file theory.
Capacity limitation in object individuation and identification
Visual short-term memory capacity limitation Behavioral literature disagrees on whether visual shortterm memory (VSTM) (also known as visual working memory [VWM]) capacity is limited to a fixed number of objects [26, 27] , or whether it is resolution-limited and can be flexibly allocated to a variable number of objects depending on object complexity and the encoding demand [12, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In a recent fMRI study, we examined posterior brain mechanisms supporting VSTM [13, 33] . We found that, whereas representations in the inferior IPS were fixed to around four objects or feature occupied spatial locations regardless of object complexity, those in the superior IPS and the lateral occipital complex (LOC) were variable, tracking the number of object shapes held in VSTM, and representing fewer than four objects as their complexity increases [2] (Figure 2 ). Because results from VSTM (also known as 'VWM') tasks can inform the neural mechanisms underlying visual object perception in general [34, 35] , these results support the dissociation between object individuation and identification. Corresponding to object individuation, the inferior IPS selects a fixed number of approximately four objects via their spatial locations; and corresponding to object identification, the superior IPS and the LOC encode the shape features of a subset of the selected objects into great detail. Thus, the dichotomy in which number and resolution can represent distinct attributes of the VSTM representation, directly map onto the dissociation between object individuation and identification. Because of the fixed four-object limitation in object individuation, the maximal VSTM capacity might not exceed four objects. Meanwhile, because limitations in object identification ultimately determines the number of objects successfully retained in VSTM, final VSTM
Box 1. Beyond object individuation and identification
The object individuation-identification framework enables the observers to select a limited number of visual objects for subsequent detailed processing. Often in visual perception, we need to zoom in and out of a part of the visual scene, shift visual attention across the different levels of the visual hierarchy and select objects at the appropriate level (i.e. select either the individual trees or the entire forest). To do so, two processing systems are needed: one that tracks the overall hierarchical structure of the visual display, and the other that processes the current objects of attentional selection. The two processing systems can be distinct, or they can be intertwined. Although decisive studies are further needed, our grouping data indicate that the inferior IPS can represent selected objects and the visual hierarchy in which these objects reside. Meanwhile, the LOC and the superior IPS can be parts of the neural mechanism that represents what is most relevant to the current goal of visual processing [3] . Work by Yantis and colleagues [60] indicates that the control of the attentional shift signal originates from the superior parietal lobule, which participates in visual attention shifts between objects, visual features, spatial locations and even different sensory modalities. The interactions among these different cognitive and neural mechanisms are likely to enable us to perceive both the individual trees and the entire forest.
To comprehend an entire visual scene that usually contains more than a few objects and to overcome the capacity limitations in object individuation and identification, we also need to shift visual attention to different parts of a scene and incorporate information from each snap shot of object individuation-identification to form an integrated scene representation. The parahippocampal place area (PPA) has been shown to participate in scene perception [61] . Further research is needed to understand the interaction between the object individuation-identification network in occipital and parietal cortices and the PPA, and how we perceive a natural scene as an integrated and coherent whole, rather than isolated snapshots.
Box 2. The development of object individuation and identification
Research in developmental studies also emphasizes the distinction between object individuation and identification, with the development of object individuation preceding object identification [25] . According to some experiments [62] , infants are able to use spatiotemporal information to individuate multiple objects at around 5 months, but can not use feature information to do so until much later at 10 to 12 months. Meanwhile, infants can only retain identity of one hidden object at 6.5 months, and can use shape, but not color, to identify two hidden objects by 9 months [63] .
When two different objects were first presented simultaneously before disappearing behind a screen, 10-month-old infants could keep track of both objects; however, when the two objects were shown sequentially one at a time, these infants inferred the presence of only one object [62] . In our fMRI study, when objects were presented sequentially at the same spatial location, whereas superior IPS and LOC continuously tracked VSTM capacity, the inferior IPS response became flat and no longer varied with display set size [2] . This suggests that 10-month-old infants can use the output from the inferior IPS, but not that from the superior IPS and the ventral visual cortex, to infer the number of objects present. It would be exciting in future studies to examine the correspondence between developmental behavioral changes in object perception and the maturation of the parietal areas as described in our theory.
Does the adult human brain exhibit plasticity for object individuation and identification capacity? Action video game playing has been shown to increase performance in several capacity-limited visual processing tasks, such as visual enumeration and object tracking [64] . Interestingly, although gaming improves enumeration accuracy, it does not increase the subitizing capacity [65] . Visual expertise in a particular object category can result in superior object identification performance and improve VSTM capacity [66, 67] . This suggests that object individuation capacity could be fixed once it is developed, whereas that of object identification could be improved by training and experience. Consistent with this view, training and visual expertise induce neural changes corresponding to improved object identification abilities [68] [69] [70] .
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Trends in Cognitive Sciences Vol. 13 No.4 capacity is variable and depends on object complexity. Nevertheless, with complex items that are difficult to encode (i.e. errors observed even for just one item), VSTM capacity will be determined by the encoding limit during object identification, rather than a selection limit during object individuation [32] .
Object-based encoding in the brain Decades of vision research have shown that objects are discrete units of visual attention and information processing [36] [37] [38] [39] . Because object individuation selects distinctive visual objects, the neural object-file theory predicts that grouping between visual elements ought to influence object selection and modulate neural responses in the inferior IPS. Consistent with this prediction, we found that even when grouping cues are task irrelevant, they nevertheless can modulate object individuation in the inferior IPS, resulting in lower response for grouped than for ungrouped visual elements [3, 5] (Figure 3a) . This grouping effect allowed more visual information to be selected and encoded in the object identification stage, resulting in [6] , observers viewed 2 or 3 briefly appearing grey shapes and performed change detection. The display background determined shape grouping although it was task irrelevant. Inferior IPS response was lower for the three grouped than for the three ungrouped shapes. This grouping effect reversed direction in behavioral VSTM capacity estimates and superior IPS responses (but was absent in the LOC), showing a VSTM grouping benefit. (b) In this experiment [4] , observers viewed either one black shape, four identical black shapes or four different black shapes in a sample display and performed change detection. Although responses for the two four-object conditions were similar in the inferior IPS, those for the one and the four-identical conditions were similar in the LOC and the superior IPS. These results support object individuation in the inferior IPS and object identification in the LOC and the superior IPS (normalized functional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI] results were shown here, in which the averaged responses for the one and the four-different conditions were anchored to be 0.5 and 1, respectively).
Trends in Cognitive Sciences Vol. 13 No.4 greater information storage in the superior IPS for the grouped visual elements [3] (Figure 3a) .
Object-based selection during individuation can account for several behavioral observations showing the importance of object-based representation in visual cognition [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . It can also explain patient's behavioral performance after parietal brain lesions [40] [41] [42] . For example, after unilateral parietal lesions, observers' ability to perceive the presence of two objects, one on each side of the space, was greatly improved by connecting the two objects with a bar forming one big object with two parts instead of two separated objects [40] .
Balint's syndrome It has long been known that patients with bilateral parietal lesions can perceive only a single object when confronted with two or more objects, resulting in Balint's syndrome. Meanwhile, these patients can perceive a single complex object, showing a dissociation between intact object identification abilities and impaired object individuation for multiple objects [41, 42] . The bilateral parietal lesions that are necessary to cause these deficits coincide well with the bilateral inferior IPS region examined in our studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , supporting the role of this brain area in object individuation and its necessity in visual perception, such that, without it, visual perception is severely impaired.
Dissociation between individuation and identification
Feature encoding during multiple object tracking Pylyshyn and Storm [10] reported that observers could simultaneously track about four moving targets among otherwise identical moving distractor objects. Observers' memory for the color or shape features of the successfully tracked objects, however, is surprisingly poor [43] . Even when all objects differed in identity, and identity was present throughout tracking, recall of target location is superior to the recall of target location with identity [44] . How could an observer successfully attend an object continuously without noticing its featural changes or simultaneously encoding its identity? In typical multiple object tracking (MOT) tasks, continuous updating of target spatial locations, but not their identity, is needed. The dissociation between tracking and identification therefore supports the dissociation between object individuation and identification. Our neural object-file theory is able to explain these seemingly puzzling MOT results. Consistent with findings from VSTM studies, the inferior IPS regions have been shown to participate in MOT [45] .
Enumeration
In enumeration tasks, observers quickly report the number of objects in a display. The typical finding is that, in the one to four object range, observers can subitize, with accuracy close to perfect and reaction times (RTs) increasing slowly. With more than four objects, accuracy decreases and RTs increase sharply and linearly as observers switch to the slow and laborious counting process [46] .
Like others, we believe that subitizing reflects object processing at the individuation stage, with its capacity limitation determining the subitizing capacity. Because object individuation precedes object identification, our neural object-file theory predicts that when enumeration requires detailed object identification, subitizing does not occur. Consistent with this prediction, when the to-beenumerated items had to be first identified by specific feature conjunctions, subitizing disappeared [47] . Posterior parietal cortex has been shown to exhibit distinctive response patterns for subitizing and counting [48] .
A crucial test: neural response to object repetition Consider a task in which observers are asked to encode the shapes of a set of objects that can all be identical or different from each other and then decide whether a particular object shape is present or absent. According to the neural object-file theory, the inferior IPS should treat these objects as multiple, separate entities in object individuation, regardless of whether they are all identical or all different. By contrast, the superior IPS and higher visual areas should treat multiple identical objects as a single unique object during object identification because of the same demands on shape feature representation in both cases. This prediction was confirmed in a recent study (Figure 3b ), providing independent support for the neural dissociation between object individuation and identification [6] . Importantly, although object identity and not its location was task relevant, object individuation in the inferior IPS was still sensitive to the number of objects present independent of identity, indicating the necessity of individuation in object perception regardless of the need for explicit location encoding.
Discussion
Why does object individuation have a roughly four-item limit? This limitation is likely to have evolved in the visual system as a functional characteristic rather than a deficiency. Pylyshyn [7, 49] argued that, to comprehend simple relational geometrical properties, we need to simultaneously reference multiple places or objects in a scene. Having access to four objects or feature occupied spatial locations can be sufficient to comprehend most 3D object locations with respect to each other. After all, in Cartesian space, an object's precise 3D location can be unambiguously determined by its projections on the three orthogonal axes. Including the object itself, that makes four items that need to be simultaneously perceived in the 3D space. Perhaps this is what determines the four-item limit in object individuation. Nevertheless, given that we often encode objects from the same surface (e.g. the ground plane) and that top-down knowledge of the visual world are also available, having simultaneous access to fewer than four items can be sufficient in some cases [33] .
Researchers have recently challenged the four-object limit in MOT tasks by showing that more or fewer than four objects can be successfully tracked in certain situations [50] . MOT is a complex and demanding task, involving constant updating of the spatial temporal information of target objects in addition to inhibiting identical-looking distractor objects. Thus, MOT involves both object individuation in the inferior IPS and the control mechanisms in the frontal and/or prefrontal cortex (which could operate in a serial manner). Increasing object moving speed or decreasing object spacing can increase interference from Opinion Trends in Cognitive Sciences Vol. 13 No.4 distractors and disrupt the updating process, resulting in fewer than four objects being tracked. In contrast, slowing object speed or increasing object spacing can facilitate chunking and grouping, resulting in more objects being tracked without necessarily increasing object individuation capacity. If we can isolate object individuation from the updating process and prevent grouping, our neural object-file theory would still predict a four-object limit in MOT.
Recent neural imaging studies have reported one or more retinotopic maps in the parietal cortex along the IPS [51] [52] [53] . It would be necessary in follow-up studies to examine how the two IPS regions, described in our theory, map onto distinctive parietal retinotopic maps. Object individuation in inferior IPS is likely to have a retinotopic space representation. It remains an open question whether the same applies to the superior IPS during object identification.
It would also be necessary in future studies to apply techniques with excellent temporal resolution such as electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) to examine the temporal dynamics and the interactions between object individuation and identification. Although the time course of object individuation is likely to be fixed, that of object identification could depend on object complexity and the encoding demand.
Areas around the IPS have also been linked to other cognitive tasks, such as number manipulations beyond simple enumeration [54] , decision-related processes [55, 56] , memory retrieval [57] and multi-sensory integration [58] . Do the same parietal areas involved in the neural object-file theory participate in these other tasks? Answers to this question would not only provide a better understanding of the parietal cortex in cognition but would also integrate otherwise seemingly unrelated cognitive operations to the same or adjacent brain areas, advancing our understanding on how the brain evolved to perform these sophisticated cognitive operations. It is conceivable that areas originally dedicated to visual processing could later be recruited for non-visual tasks and that the parietal cortex could have a more general role of accumulating, storing and integrating sensory information relevant to behavioral goals and choices [59] (Box 3).
Conclusions
Previous behavioral research and theoretical developments have emphasized the important and useful distinction between object individuation and identification for understanding the selection and encoding of multiple visual objects. Here, we propose how these two processes can be supported by distinct neural mechanisms: object individuation is mediated by the inferior IPS and object identification by higher visual areas and the superior IPS. Our neural object-file theory describes how the visual system selects and perceives multiple objects from complex visual scenes despite limited processing capacity.
Box 3. Outstanding questions
How do the inferior and superior IPS regions defined in the neural object-file theory correspond to the retinotopic maps in parietal cortex? How do the object individuation and identification systems interact? How do we perceive objects in a complex scene when attention is allowed to scan the scene serially and to hierarchically zoom in and out of parts of a scene? How do we go from object perception to scene perception? What is the relationship between the parietal cortex's involvement in multiple object representation and its involvement in other higher cognitive operations?
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